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Reliquary of Ra Mega X
Would you like to enter Ra's tomb and find out what secrets it hides and won up to 22222x? Then try our
Reliquary of Ra Mega X slot with a Walking Wild special symbol. Each Walking Wild can develop a
multiplier up to 5x and the respective multiplier values will multiply with each other when more than one wild
is included in a winning combo. This means that a massive 125x multiplier boost is possible if you have
three 5x multiplier walking wilds on the reels. Additionally you get extra Free Spins as long as you have
winning combination with Walking Wild.

Game Features
Base gam
Plays on 5 reels, 3 rows and 9 pay lines

Special Symbo
Scatter symbol works like Wild and triggers 10 Free
Spins
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Winning combination with a Walking Wild adds 1
extra Free Spin. Each Walking Wild can develop a
multiplier up to 5x, and the multiplier value increases
by +1 each time and the respective multiplier values
will multiply with each other when more than one wild
is included in a winning combo

Walking Wild symbo
Walking Wild symbol it is a unique symbol of the Free
Spins game that replaces all symbols and moves to the
adjacent position of the reels on each new Free Spin.
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A Buy Feature lets you buy your way into the bonus
roun

Game Information
Math
Total RTP

96.21%

Buy Feature RTP

96.14%

Volatility

20.00

Hit frequency

-

Win
Max payout
(simulated from 10 billion spins)

x22222 bet (up to 11,111,000.00$ with
500.00$ bet)

Information
Reliquary of Ra Mega X

Absolute Name

ReliquaryOfRaMegaX

Game ID

1017

Technology

HTML5

Devices

Mobile & desktop

Languages

English, Spanish, Russian

Currencies

100

Cryptocurrencies

Yes

Free Spins

Yes

Bonus Game

No

Min bet

0.1$

Default bet

1.00$

Max bet

500.00$
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